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Introduction 

This document provides a PDF file which has been built from all of the individual help pages from the website 
https://andrewmacaulaymusic.uk/modules/help. The latest help will always be available from the website.  

To simplify navigating the file, individual help pages have been kept in alphabetic order, and follow the General 
Help page which provides guidance on some of the standard behaviours and features that are common across 
many of the modules. 

The final pages of the help file describe the module-wide configuration file used by Andrew Macaulay’s 
Modules. 

General Help 

There are a number of standard approaches used throughout the collection of modules I have produced. As 
many of the modules are deliberately stripped back (to make the most effective use of space), these might 
not be completely obvious to start with, but once you’ve understood the approach in one module, it will 
typically be consistent across most if not all of them. 

This section provides a breakdown of some of these common approaches, to help you as you start using the 
modules. 

Clock In / Host Sync 

In many of the time-based or beat-based modules, you will see reference to Host Sync and/or Clock In and a 
Speed/Divider knob. The approach here is simple but flexible: 

• Host Sync is driven by the host or DAW speed as recognised within Voltage Modular. Effectively this 
bypasses the need to use the SYNC out on the main input/output panel and a Sync Divider. If nothing is 
connected, this currently seems to default 120 bpm. 

• Clock In allows the timing to be calculated from a gate or trigger input. This takes a couple of gates/triggers 
to start working (for obvious reasons) and can adjust as the clock is changed – although big changes to the 
clock may take a few beats to settle down again. 

• Time/Speed/Divider Knob allows multiplication and division of the speed or time from these inputs – from 
1/16 to x16. When used on beat-based modules, the speed increases clockwise, when on time-based 
modules, the length of time increases clockwise. 

BPM CV Inputs and Outputs 

I have also used CV signals for BPM on a number of the modules, both as outputs and inputs. In all these cases, 
the mapping is 1 Volt = 100 bpm, with an expected range of 0V – 5V (>0bpm to 500bpm) although it does not 
limit it and only if over 1000bpm does it trap it. If at 0V or negative, it is ignored. This is often included as an 
option alongside Host and Clock In sync for beat-based modules. 

A typical set of inputs for BPM-based timing is shown on the right, with a CV input (yellow), 
an External Clock (Blue) and a switch to select them or the internal Host DAW timings. 

Speed/Divider Knob LED 

On most beat-based modules, there is an LED with the Speed/Divider knob which shows the speed of the 
internal gate after the speed/divider factor is applied. These will typically (and in time, consistently) flash Blue 
for the calculated beats and will go Red if a 0bpm signal is received. 

Voltage Modular Module Bypass Feature 

Most of the modules (except for metering modules) now support the new Module Bypass functionality. 
Depending on the functionality of the module, the behaviour does differ, but the general approach is that for 
audio paths (or audio capable paths) the Bypass operation simply a passthrough of the audio input to the 
audio output.  
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For CV Processing modules, a similar approach is taken, with the Bypass mode simply passing through the 
input CV to the output where this makes sense; for Envelopes, typically the Bypass simply passes through the 
gate signal to the envelope out; and for Gate and Trigger manipulation, the input is passed through to the 
output where this makes sense. 

For some modules that generate signals and do not process signals, for example the delayed LFOs and other 
sources like the Clock Generator, the outputs are simple nulled. 

For metering modules, and in a small number of other cases (e.g. the I/O Bus Plus modules), where the Bypass 
functionality was so limited as to not make sense, the option is not offered. 

Voltage Modular I/O Panel Inputs 

Following the addition of new features in Voltage Modular 2, it has been possible to have some inputs default 
to the DAW/external controller inputs provided from the I/O Panel. 

 

Typically, these inputs will be shown on the module with the input name in a rounded box and arrow to the 
jack which it is connected to (see example from ENV-20 above). In some cases, additional switching to disable 
the internal connection is provided, as illustrated above. 

Customisation Options 

There are a series of personalisation/customisation options available for modules across many of the modules: 

1. Mid-Point for Log-Scale Time Controls 

Modules which have time-based controls now have the ability to change the mid-point for the logarithmic 
behaviour of the knobs. This applies to e.g. Delay, Attack, Hold, Decay, Sustain and Release times on envelopes, 
Gate Times on the Gate Processor (Re-Gater) Module and the Delay and Fade times on the new CV Delay 
modules.  

This setting is available through a “pop-up” configuration box and allows the mid point to be set to 500ms, 
750ms, 1000ms, 1250ms, 3000ms (what is effectively a “legacy” mode) as well as to a standard linear mode. 
The legacy mode is automatically set (on existing modules) when loading presets from previous versions so 
that their behaviour is as expected. 

2. Minimum Gate/Envelope Times 

Minimum Attack Time, Decay/Release Time and Gate Time switches are also available on many modules such 
as Envelopes, Gate processing modules, Ratcheting, etc. and allows the default behaviour of allowing the times 
to be 0ms (a simple trigger for gates) or a minimum of 2ms, even if the control plus a CV make it less. This 
ensures that the gate will fully open the envelope on Cherry Audio’s standard Envelope Module which has a 
2ms minimum Attack time and will remove the possible clicks from envelopes when used at 0ms. 

Accessing the Settings 

Where a setting is not directly available on the module, the settings will be available through a “pop-up” 

configuration box accessible by pressing the cogwheel  (settings/config) button to open the control.  

Default (system-wide across all of Andrew Macaulay’s Modules) behaviour can be set for these settings 
through a configuration file, details of which are provided on this page. 
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Help: Clock Generator 

A clock generator that can create gate (and trigger) clocks from a manually controlled frequency, or as a clock 
multiplier/divider of the host (DAW) bpm or from a gate input. The gate input, like in most clock multipliers, 
does take time to react to new inputs/changes of speed, but is automatically sync’d back to the clock when it 
is received. There is also a separate, manual trigger, that can be used on all modes to sync the start of the 
timer with external devices/DAW. There are also trigger inputs to mute the clock and to re-start the clock, 
optionally sync’d to the reset trigger input. 
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Help: Clock Multiplier/Divider 

This micro-sized Clock Divider and Multiplier module takes a clock in and multiplies or divides the clock (from 
divide by 32 to multiply by 32) to allow you to synchronise faster or slower sequences, etc. to the master clock 
for your patch. With a Reset gate input to synchronise the beat and a Run Gate which can be inverted, this can 
be used in many situations where you are synchronising various elements in the patch. 
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Help: Clock to CV to Clock 

A cut down version of the Clock Generator/Multiplier/Divider focused on the output and use of a "BPM CV" 
where 1V is 100bpm. Outputs for a gate and the host BPM, a trigger when the host BPM changes and allows 
a CV input to generate a clock – all in a micro (4HP) format. 

This small module can be used with Formula to do complex handling of BPM rates, as well as using LFOs, 
Envelopes, Sequencers, etc. to control the clock. 
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Help: CV to Gate 

A simple tool to generate Gate and Trigger signals from any CV, using a threshold for the start of the gate and 
another threshold for the end of the gate. Triggers are generated at both the start and the end, and the 
thresholds can be separate or synchronised. The Sync switch ties the two thresholds to make operation easier 
for normal uses. 
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Help: CV Change Gate 

This CV Change to Trigger module monitors a CV and generates a trigger when the CV changes. There are 
controls for the sensitivity (how much it has to change) as well as ranges where the trigger is monitored; 
these can both be set as Voltages or as notes/semitones. When the minimum change is non-zero, you can 
have the trigger on changes between states, or changes since the last-changed state. 

This module can be used to, for example, generate accents or additional notes on changes to a note - 
especially useful with sequencing which may have a note repeating with occasional change of pitch. For ease 
of use, the input defaults to using the Pitch panel CV Input, but can be overriden by jacks. 
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Help: CV Delay and Processor 

A CV processing module that provides a Delay and Fade envelope with multiple slope types for the fade, 
timings for the delay and fade can be set manually or sync’d to BPM (host, external clock or CV). The delay CV 
can be mixed with up to three other CV inputs, allowing the mixing of e.g. keyboard after-touch, mod wheel, 
etc. with the delay envelope.  

Options to support +ve only, or +ve and -ve voltages, +ve and -ve attenuation, limiting options (so that adding 
a full delay plus a full mod-wheel is the same as either at full), and three control-voltage VCAs that are driven 
by the delay and CV inputs allow flexible control over modulation sources. This module is ideal to provide great 
keyboard playability with vibrato and other modulations. 
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Help: CV Note Display 

A simple display module that shows three channels of MIDI note numbers and name/octaves for their CV 
input. The input voltage is quantized (which can be highest/rounding/lowest value-based) and the MIDI Note 
0 can be set to octave -3/-2/-1. Each of the channels can be Held by a Sample and Hold and Release Gate and 
a manual button, and each channel provides a Quantized (and sample/hold) output. 
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Help: CV Utilities 

A very simple, small module that provides a number of channels that take linear control voltages and convert 
them to exponential volumes control voltages as well as from volume to linear control voltages. In addition, 
there are two channels that offer simple control voltage smoothing (with smoothing factors or 0ms to 10ms). 
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Help: Delayed LFO 

A combination of the features from the Delay and CV processing module and an LFO. Provides a Delay and 
Fade envelope with multiple slope types for the fade, timings for the delay and fade can be set manually or 
sync’d to BPM (host, external clock or CV).  

The delay CV can be mixed with up to two other CV inputs, allowing the mixing of e.g. keyboard after-touch, 
mod wheel, etc. with the delay envelope. Support for +ve and -ve control voltages and mixing, as well as 
limiting to a specified range allow flexible control voltages.  

This is brought together with an LFO which offers manual or BPM sync’d speeds, CV speed inputs, multiple 
waveform outputs and both unprocessed and processed (by the delay and CV inputs) outputs providing a 
flexible way to provide delayed LFO for automatic vibrato, but with the ability to include e.g. the mod wheel 
as well. 
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Help: Dual Counter 

A very simple dual-channel module that counts gates/triggers in and allows reset by a button or a gate/trigger 
signal. Useful when looking at behaviour of triggers that may be set against random or other signals. 
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Help: Dual VCA and Inverter 

A small module that hosts two simple voltage-controlled amplifiers (for control voltages or audio signals) and 
a voltage inverter, that takes a control voltage between 0V and 5V and inverts this so that 0V becomes 5V and 
5V becomes 0V. This is useful with envelopes to do interesting things to audio signals or other control voltages. 
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Help: Dual Voltmeter 

A dual digital voltmeter with ability to take average and instantaneous values, freeze each input measurement 
and have an average value calculated for a manually set refresh speed. Developed as useful when working out 
problems with signal flow or unexpected behaviours. 

In instantaneous mode, the measurement is made every 50ms; in DC mode, the meter measures the average 
of the CV voltage it receives during the measurement period (set by the measurement frequency control); and 
in AC mode, the meter measures half the peak-to-peak value (again over the measurement period), which is 
half the deference between the highest voltage and the lowest voltage it receives. 
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Help: ENV-20 EG2 Envelope 

A small form-factor ADSR envelope generator inspired by the Korg MS-20 EG2 envelope generator, where the 
Hold time is added after the gate is released. This module supports legato and retrigger modes for the hold 
time and the optional linking of Decay time to Release time, and supports options for the mid-point of the 
time controls (from the “options” cog-wheel button). 
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Help: Exponent Shaper 

A module that processes voltage signals with a variable linear to exponential control, which is also voltage-
controlled. The exponential, non-linear settings are anything from very subtle to quite extreme, so this can be 
used for audio signals where it changes the timbre of the waveform, as well as control voltages and 
modulation. The module has two completely separate channels. 
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Help: Gate Length Processor (Re-Gater) 

A utility to change the gate length from a gate or trigger. The length can be manually set in milliseconds, 
controlled by CV or set as a divider or multiplier of the host (DAW) or external (gated) BPM. The module also 
includes setting of the mid-point of the log-scale speed dial (from the “options” cog-wheel button) and a re-
trigger option. 
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Help: Gate to Trigger 

A dual gate to trigger utility that also outputs a trigger from the note-off/release part of the gate and which 
also outputs an inverted gate signal (gate on output as 0V and gate off output as 5V). 
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Help: Gated Signals 

A simple dual channel utility that allows simple input gates to control up to two CVs in a simple on/off 
approach. Allows gating of control voltages, especially useful when driven by the sequencer or drum 
sequencer. 
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Help: I/O Bus Plus 

This module takes the Gate, Trigger, Note and Sustain inputs from the Voltage Modular IO panel 

and generates Legato (Single Trigger) and Retrigger (Multi-Trigger) outputs with and without 

Sustain as well as providing an output for keyboard CV with Pitch Bend (and optional limiting of the 

bend amount). 

The module also provides a trigger when the Host (stand-alone or DAW hosted) BPM changes and a 

1V/100bpm CV output of the host tempo. 
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Help: Legato Processor 

This module takes the Gate, Trigger and Note inputs and generates Legato (Single Trigger), Retrigger (Multi-
Trigger) and Trigger outputs, allowing parts of a patch to respond to every note pressed whilst others only 
(re)trigger on the first note of a set of notes played in legato style. There is also a switched output (Legato or 
Retriggered) which can also be switched by a CV input, a special Sequence Mode (ignoring “gate off” signals) 
as well as Stop/Run inputs to allow flexible use of the module with sequencers. 

The basic underlying approach of the module is that, when a note changes there is always a retrigger (and the 
multi-trigger can be ignored for the legato output), and when the note does not change and the gate ends, 
then that is the end of the legato sequence. 

You can now use a pedal to select between legato and retriggered when playing a keyboard, or have the 
sequencer having some steps legato and others retriggering based on the step. 
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Help: Manual Triggers 

A simple module allowing manual triggering/gating (including latched gating) for controlling multiple 
sequencers, envelopes or other gated modules. 
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Help: Matrix Mixer (6×6) 

A matrix mixer (6×6) allowing 6 inputs to be mixed into different mixes for 6 outputs. Useful for routing and 
other mixing duties – for example, take the various outputs from each VCO and mix them differently into 
different signal chains/filters.  

A QuickSet button allows you to set all the output Levels knobs based on the number of connected inputs, for 
example 3 jacks connected will have this set to 33% and the controls can be set to be used as linear, 
percentage-based controls or dB controls. 
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Help: Matrix Switch (8×8) 

A simple 8×8 matrix module that provides switching of 8 inputs into 8 outputs. 
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Help: Micro Envelope 

A simple Delay, Attack, Hold, Decay, Sustain, Release envelope in a tiny module, ideal when you want to 
minimise the space use, for example when you want to control the Additive Oscillator with multiple envelopes.  

The module includes a Decay Time “Sync” switch that locks the Decay Time to the Release Time and there is a 
“CV out” from the envelope and supports setting the mid-point of the log-scale time controls (from the 
“options” cog-wheel button). 
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Help: Micro Envelope VCA 

A simple Attack, Hold, Decay, Sustain, Release envelope driving a simple VCA in a tiny module, ideal when you 
want to minimise the space use, for example when you want to have multiple envelopes driving the mix of 
signal sources from an oscillator.  

Note that this module complements the Micro Enveloper module, with the Signal In and signal Out passing 
through the VCA, which can be set to use a linear or exponential scale. 

The module includes a Decay Time “Sync” switch that locks the Decay Time to the Release Time and there is a 
“CV out” from the envelope and supports setting the mid-point of the log-scale time controls (from the 
“options” cog-wheel button). 
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Help: Micro Maths 

A very simple, small module that adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides the input CV by an amount set by the 
control. The control can be set with a value from 0 to 20 with a resolution of 1, 0.1 or floating point. Additional 
CV in that is added to the manually set CV (no attenuation) to allow for envelopes, sequencers, LFOs, etc. to 
be added into the maths. This can be useful for manipulating control voltages without the “complexity” (or 
space used) of the Formula module. 
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Help: Micro Meters 

A simple module that provides two pairs of logarithmic/linear-mode meters (showing positive and negative 
values) in a small form factor that can support the range -1V to +1V or -5V to +5V. 
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Help: Micro Mixbus 

As small form-factor mix bus with up to twelve inputs and twelve outputs, which can be configured in n-m 
mixing (similar in thinking to mix buses on, for example, the Modular Moog). The controls can be set to be 
linear percentage-based or dB based. 

Connecting an output jack mixes the signals up to that jack (from a previous output jack). The UI clearly shows 
the signal routing and the attenuation is +/- 100% on each input. There is also a "Direct Injection" input at the 
start to allow easy chaining of these units if needed. 

This can be useful for mixing the multiple audio or CV waveforms from an oscillator before the "main" mixing 
stage, or for controlling the amount of multiple CVs for a module. 
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Help: Micro Ratcheter 

A simple, fixed ratcheting gate module with 6 outputs fixed at 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x and 8x with an overall control 
of the speed locked to either the Host BPM (typically from the DAW) or optionally from a gate/clock input 
(which is used to calculate the BPM) and the gate width for all outputs. Note the the BPM sensing process 
does have limitations (as with hardware) in that it takes a few beats to work out the speed of the input. The 
gate width has a switchable minimum 2ms setting useful for Cherry Audio (and other) Envelopes, which have 
a minimum Attack Time of 2ms. 

A simple “baby brother” to the Pattern Ratcheter which has a lot more flexibility built in. Can be used with the 
8-1 Switch or my Voltage Controlled Switch to providing complex ratcheting for sequences. 
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Help: Micro Signal Splitter 

The simplest of modules, providing 8-way signal splitting in a very compact form. Useful when visibility of the 
cabling becomes important. 
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Help: Micro Status 

A simple module that shows the status of 8 inputs through LEDs. The input signal can be measured as positive 
only, non-zero positive or negative, or as a trigger signal – selectable for each input. 
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Help: Micro Switch 

A simple module that allows switching of voltage on/off for eight outputs. As state is remembered in presets, 
can be used to control parameters in a preset. Off is always set to 0V, and On can be set to either 5V (the 
default) or 1V for all switches. 
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Help: Micro Voltage Splitter 

A small module that separates out the positive and negative phases of an input signal (audio or control voltage) 
and then provides a set of seven fixed outputs that combine these for Full and Half Rectified signals, positive 
part only, negative part only and various inverted variants. 
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Help: MIDI Display 

A simple display module that shows the MIDI data as it comes through the module. The data can be filtered 
by channel and command type, and the stream can be paused, run and cleared manually or with trigger inputs. 
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Help: Mini Delayed LFO 

A simplified and smaller version of the Delayed LFO module. Provides a Delay and Fade envelope (manually 
set times, linear slope).  

The Delay CV can be mixed with up to two other CV inputs, allowing the mixing of e.g. keyboard after-touch, 
mod wheel, etc. with the delay envelope. The resulting control voltage is limited to 0-5V to control the LFO 
which offers manual speed control and selectable waveform. 
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Help: Notes Panels (8HP/16HP) 

A really simple blank panel with two editable areas for a heading and notes (using doubleclick to edit) with a 
font size selector. 

Available in a 16HP and 8HP module, aimed primarily at providing in-preset help information and tutorial 
information as part of the collections. 

Now allows more options for text size and options for background colour (“silver”, yellow, red, blue or green). 
Included in all Andrew Macaulay’s collections and available for free as separate modules.  
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Help: Pattern Ratcheter 

A timed ratcheting unit with 8 steps and customisable patterns and gate times, including CV control over the 
gate times. Can be used in fixed mode (runs the whole sequence, 1 to 8 steps) or re-trigger mode. Outputs the 
combined trigger/gate signals plus individual step gates, and a chain trigger so that multiple 8-step units can 
be chained.  

The timing can be from the host clock or from an optional gate input – the host/DAW mode is selected when 
no jack plugged into the clock in socket. In both cases, the rate can be set using the Beats control, from 1/16 
beat to 16 beats per BPM.  

The gate width has a switchable minimum 2ms setting useful for Cherry Audio (and other) Envelopes, which 
have a minimum Attack Time of 2ms, and there are controls to set the individual gate widths to a single value 
or master value. 
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Help: Pitch CV Modifier 

A module that allows modification of the 1V/OCT control voltage used for notes, transposing them by octaves, 
semitones and quartertones with optional inversion of the control signal around 0V before transposition with 
CV-controlled switching of the inversion and transposition. Using gates to switch these modes can generate 
interesting harmonic variations. Using a number of these with voltage-controlled switches or sequential 
switches can generate interesting harmonic movement. 
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Help: Pitch CV Transpose 

A simple control-voltage pitch transpose module (NOT AN AUDIO SIGNAL MODULE), with three octave-based 
transposes (-5 octave to +5 octave) and three semitone-based transposes (-12 semitones to +12 semitones). 
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Help: Poly Delayed LFO 

A polyphonic Delayed LFO module, with a polyphonic Delay and Fade envelope controlling the built-in 
monophonic LFO as well as two additional VCAs to use more powerful LFOs or other modulations with the 
delay module. The delay can be triggered on each separate polyphonic note, on the first note (effectively a 
legato mode for the LFO) or retriggered across all notes on each new note; this allows you to simulate the 
delayed LFO that was provided on vintage devices such as string machines. 

The delay CV can be mixed with up to two mono CV inputs and two polyphonic CV inputs, allowing the mixing 
of e.g. keyboard after-touch, mod wheel, etc. with the delay envelope. Default routing for the POLY GATE 
input, as well as the MOD-WHEEL and AFTER-TOUCH inputs make this module easy to use whilst flexible. 
Support for +ve and -ve control voltages and mixing, as well as limiting to a specified range allow flexible 
control voltages. 

The built in simple LFO, as controlled by the delay/modulation, is available with separate outputs for Sine, 
Triangle, Sawtooth, Ramp, Square and Pulse (with a variable pulse width control) and the delay module has its 
own polyphonic output so that you can drive other modules with this. 
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Help: Probability Generator 

A simple voltage controlled “probability generator” that generates random voltages and gates based on a 
probability, set manually and also controlled by an optional CV input. Now has the switch to allow setting a 
minimum gate time of 2ms. 
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Help: Sample/Track and Hold 

A Sample and Hold and Track and Hold module with some additional features. Featuring an internal clock or 
fully external gating for flexible use, this module supports both the 

“normal” Sample and Hold approach AND the Korg MS-20 inspired Track and Hold mode where the signal is 
passed through while the gate is on, and is only sampled when the gate is off. In addition, the Sample and Hold 
mode features controls that restrict the amount of change between samples – both as a percentage of the 
amount of change, or a limit of a fixed voltage. It also features a switch to quantize the output. 
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Help: Slew Processor 

A flexible Voltage-Controlled Slew Processor that offers control over the slew up (rise) and slew down (fall) 
stages, rise/fall/both modes, flexible log or linear slopes, voltage control over the slew times, gated slewing 
(with inverted gate support, so slew can be legato only or staccato only) and output triggers from the start 
and end of the slews. A great way to introduce flow into sequences, etc. as well as great for live use. Can also 
be used with oscillators and gates to perform wave-shaping and simple envelopes. 
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Help: Step Generator 

A flexible step generator that can be used to create stepped voltages of up to 256 steps, using start/end 
voltages, step sizes, and step numbers to set the sequence. The steps can be run Up / Up-Down / Down-Up / 
Down in either looping or single shot modes. With a reverse button/gate, a reset button/gate and using an 
external clock to drive the stepping, this can be used to generate simple sequences including quantized notes. 
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Help: Stereo Mid-Side Processor 

A stereo and mid-side audio processing module that takes Stereo, Mid-Side or Mono inputs (with trim and 
phase inversion), allows voltage controlled control over the channels (panning for Stereo/Mono, volume for 
Mid-Side) and overall balance and stereo width and then outputs the results in Stereo, Mid-Side and Mono. 
The module includes flexible “pan law” options. In addition, the modules includes a secondary Mid-Side to 
Stereo Decoder section so that you can use the module to take a stereo signal, do some basic processing, add 
some more Mid-Side processing with other modules and convert back to stereo. 
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Help: Sustain Processor 

This module takes the Gate and Sustain (pedal) inputs to create a sustained gate signal that can be used with 
the standard envelopes; with a trigger input this can include re-triggering from the keyboard. The module also 
outputs trigger signals for the start of Gate, end of Gate, start of Sustain and end of Sustained Gate signals for 
other creative uses. 
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Help: Tempo Display 

A utility that shows the BPM and time signature reported from the host (DAW), provides an indicator and a 
Trigger Out when the host tempo changes and also measures the BPM of an incoming gate signal.  

The measurement of incoming gate BPM has a very small amount of drift (due to timing constraints) and needs 
at least two gates/triggers to start measuring. 
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Help: Trapezoid Envelope VCA 

A Trapezoid Envelope module with included VCA, taking inspiration from the EMS VCS and Synthi vintage 
synths, the Trapezoid generator allows simple envelopes and repeating loop.  

With flexible linear and logarithmic slopes for both the attack and decay phases, plus options for gated or fixed 
on stage, and single-shot, repeating or gated repeat mode, the module takes the ideas from the VCS/Synthi 
and allows even more creativity. The module includes a simple VCA path to allow easy use of the envelope 
with audio or control signals. 
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Help: Trigger Delay 

A trigger utility that provides a delayed trigger (set in milliseconds) and a separately timed repeating trigger 
(again controlled in milliseconds) with a selectable number of repeats and supports the setting of the mid-
point of the log-scale speed dial (from the "options" cog-wheel button). This module can be used for ratcheting 
and other trigger effects. 
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Help: Trigger Sync and Gate Toggle 

A small and simple trigger/gate utility module with two functions: One that allows you to sync a manual trigger 
(for example from the Manual Triggers utility or from a key down signal received from a keyboard) with a 
gate/trigger/clock timer; and the second that provides a latched signal from the Toggle, On and/or Off trigger 
inputs. 
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Help: Voltage Processor 

A module that processes control and audio voltages by splitting the positive and negative sections of the 
wave/voltage separately, offering clipping and “flipping” of the signals, with voltage control of each setting to 
provide some interesting waveforms for modulation, and interesting timbres for audio. The module also has 
auto-gain features for the clipping and the ability to alter the DC offset of the resulting waveform. 
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Help: Voltage-Controlled Envelope 

This Voltage-Controlled envelope includes a Delay and an optional timed Sustain, as well as the AHDSR stages, 
the Hold Level can be set (between the Sustain Level and 100%) with all being controllable using CVs. There 
are two general inputs (e.g. for Keyboard Follow and Velocity) as well as individual CV inputs for each control.  

Minimum times (0ms-10ms) for AHDSR can be set to fine tune voltage-control of these timings and the module 
supports setting the mid-point of the log-scale time controls (from the “options” cog-wheel button) and setting 
the minimum attack and delay/release times to either 0ms or 2ms. To provide more flexibility in timings, there 
are a /32 button for the master control and /16 buttons on each stage – plus the CV inputs now can be set to 
1ms/V (original setting), 10ms/V, 100ms/V or 1sec/V and have a x100 option available for each CV input.  

There are gate outputs from each stage of the envelope, host sync (to the DAW or a gate input bpm rate) and 
looping that can include the Delay stage, the Attack/Hold/Decay stages, or (with timed Sustain) the whole 
Delay/Attack/Hold/Decay/Sustain/Release cycle. Together with a Manual Trigger button, Sustain (pedal) in, a 
re-trigger (Attack) input and gate latching, this can be used for complex envelope and rhythmic purposes. 
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Help: Voltage-Controlled Matrix Mixer 

A voltage-controlled evolution of the 6x6 Matrix Mixer, allowing 6 inputs to be mixed into different mixes for 
6 outputs. Useful for routing and other mixing duties - for example, take the various outputs from each VCO 
and mix them differently into different signal chains/filters. 

With manual switches for each row, gated/triggered switching (selectable), flexible routing of the control 
voltages (allowing linking into groups) and a simple VCA stage on each of the rows. The unit can be used as a 
6x 6-into-1, a 6-into-6 and anything between. Patching the control points automatically sets up the most likely 
grouping, but full control is also available. 
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Help: Voltage-Controlled Matrix Switch 

A voltage-controlled evolution of the 8x8 Matrix Switch, with manual switching of 8 inputs into 8 outputs and 
manual/voltage-controlled switching of the rows. With flexible routing of the control voltages and switches 
(allowing linking into groups), the unit can be used as a 8x 8-into-1, an 8-into-8 and anything between (i.e. a 
2x  8-into-4) switch. Patching the control points automatically sets up the most likely grouping, but full control 
is also available.  

Additional ease of use features are included such as a button to switch ALL of the matrix off. Now has 
smoothing of the row switching to remove "pops" when in CV/Audio mode and new Gate processing mode 
that converts the column inputs into gates (<2.5V is off, >= 2.5V is on) before combining these based on the 
matrix and limiting outputs to 0V (off) or 5V (on). 
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Help: Voltage-Controlled Ratchet 

A voltage-controlled ratcheting module that allows a simple CV in to set the number of beats that the ratchet 
will use for the gate in, allowing up to 16 beats in a single beat. The input CV can be set using a range of 
voltages, 1V/step or 0.1V/step. The module has an internal clock that can be synchronised with external clocks, 
with a trigger to start the ratchet. Setting the mode to Sync will use the external clock as both the trigger and 
the clock sync source, making its use with sequencers straight-forward. 
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Help: Voltage-Controlled Switch 

A module to help with Ratcheting and other effects where you want to have one of up to 8 inputs selected at 
once, either manually or from a voltage-controlled source (sequencer, random or keyboard input).  

The module allows manual specification of the range (supporting up to -5V to +5V) to be split across the up-
to-8 input selectors and supports the setting of the mid-point of the log-scale for the Manual Time Control 
(from the "options" cog-wheel button). 
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Help: Wave Mixer 

A mixer with a twist! This wave mixer allows you to blend waves using normal “x-fade” mixing followed by an 
additive and an amplitude modulation section, all with CV control of the mix.  

Allows you to do wave mixing modulation of any waveforms from any oscillator similar to the Shape, Round 
and Wavefold controls of the Super Oscillator.  

Designed for audio and low-frequency oscillators running in sync at the same frequency or multiples, but can 
be used with any sources.  
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Help: Configuration Files 

Release 3 of the modules introduced the use of two new data files for Andrew Macaulay’s Modules that are 
stored in the Voltage Modular settings/data area: 

• andrewmacaulay.conf which stores global “default” configuration settings for Andrew Macaulay’s 

Modules. This is designed to be user editable and has comments included to describe its use. Details 
about this configuration file and its use are provided below. 

• andrewmacaulay.data which stores module-specific data for Andrew Macaulay’s Modules such as 
the last used version, which is used to show release notes the first time a new module is used. This is not 
designed to be user-editable, but can be deleted if you want to reset the state of all the Andrew 
Macaulay’s Modules. 

 

The location of these files depends on the operating system, with the following default locations: 

Windows C:\ProgramData\Voltage 

Apple Mac /Library/Application Support/Voltage 

 

If you go to this folder, you should see something similar to the following list of files/folders: 

 
Example screenshot of folder with config and data files, from Windows 10 File Explorer 
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Configuration File 

The configuration file is a simple text file that can be edited by a text editor such as NOTEPAD.EXE in Windows 
or the equivalent on the Mac. The file includes detailed notes about the settings in the comments, which are 
lines that start with the # symbol. The following is the default config file which is created the first time one of 
the new modules that supports it/uses it is opened: 

 

######################################################### 

# GLOBAL SETTINGS FILE FOR ANDREW MACAULAY'S MODULES 

#======================================================== 

# the following entries can be edited, using settings 

# as detailed (including any default behaviours) below 

# noting all setting values expect an integer number 

#-------------------------------------------------------- 

######################################################### 

# timeMidPoint value (1-8) sets the default behaviour 

# for new instances of a module of time-based knobs such  

# as Attack, Decay, Gate, etc. with the following values: 

# 

# 1 - 250ms as seen on Sequential Circuits Prophet 

# 2 - 300ms as seen on ARP Odyssey synths and others 

# 3 - 500ms as seen on various Obeheim synths 

# 4 - 750ms as seen on the MiniMoog Model D and others 

# 5 - 1000ms as on Modular Moog, Buchla and other modulars 

# 6 - 1250ms as an alternative slightly longer midpoint 

# 7 - old log behaviour which is 25% of the maximum range  

# 8 - LINEAR mode as seen on Korg MS-20, PS-3200, EMS, etc. 

# 

# Note that values of 0, invalid values or no setting in 

# the file (e.g. commented out with a #) defaults to the 

# module's default, which is normally '4' except for CV 

# Delay modules which default to '6' (1250ms) and any  

# any old presets which default to '7' when loaded.  

# ------------------------------------------------------- 

timeMidPoint=0 

 

######################################################### 

# global-minTime values (0,1) sets the default behaviour 

# for the minimum attack, decay/release or gate time for  

# new instances of modules: 

# 

# 0 - off, minimum attack time is 0ms 

# 1 - on, minimum attack time is 2ms 

# 

# default is '0' which retains the old module behaviour 

# ------------------------------------------------------- 

minAttackTime=0  

minDecaySustainTime=0  

minGateTime=0  

 

######################################################### 

# there are some additional on/of values for controlling  

# other aspects of behaviour of the system with values: 

# 0 = off/disabled/false 

# 1 = on/enabled/true  

# ------------------------------------------------------- 

disableShowHelpPopups=0  

disableShowReleaseNotes=0  

 

######################################################### 

# and a debugMode option which is used during development 

# and which I might ask you to change if fault finding  

# ------------------------------------------------------- 

debugMode=0 

 

 
To make changes, simply edit the relevant settings to the values needed as specified in the notes in the 
configuration file.  

For example, if you want to set the standard mid-point to 1000ms (1 second) for ALL modules that support 
this feature in Andrew Macaulay’s Modules, you would simple change the line timeMidPoint=0 to be 
timeMidPoint=5. 
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